
 
Ref:AIBSNLEA/CTD/DIR HR/memo/14-15                                                                Date  15-02-2015 

 
To 

Shri A N Roy 

Director (HR) 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited      

Camp at Kolkata 

                MEMORANDUM  

Dear Sir, 

 We, the members of All India BSNL Executives Association, Kolkata Circle take thie opportunity of your 

esteem visit at Kolkata to highlight certain burning issues of the Executives of BSNL. We expect early srttlement of 

the issues.  

1) Inordinate Delay in holding DPCs for promotion from JTO to SDE, SDE to DE and DE to DGM in 

engineering cadre:  There is absolutely deadlock for promotions of JTOs to SDEs. DPC did not took place for 

several years. As a result JTOs with 18/20 years of service are still looking after SDEs only. It is true that various 

court cases are responsible for the delay but management also failed to complete the DPC when stay orders were not 

effective, mainly due to delay in obtaining VCs from the circles. Similar is the situation for promotion from SDE to 

DE and DE to DGM. In CTD almost all posts of DEs and DGMs are being looked after only. We request an early 

action to overcome this deadlock. As regards Vigilance Clearence, we request to introduce the same method as 

was followed in recent JAO to AO promotion, where promotion orders were issued for all and the circles were 

asked to give effect of the promotion after obtaining VCs. 

2) Reintroduction of Officiating Promotion in place of Look after arrangement: On one side DPCs for regular 

promotions are not held and on the other side local officiating promotion has been replaced by looking after 

arrangement. Executives are looking after in the higher post for years and then retire from the substantive cadre with 

humiliation. We feel that this is a kind of exploitation and humiliation  must be stopped immediately. Local 

officiating promotion should be reintroduced which will provide the functional and financial status on promotion and 

on retirement. 

3) Creation of PPS posts in field units: This issue is pending with BSNL management since long. We request to 

settle this issue without any further delay which has got no financial burden. 

4) Restructuring of AD(OL) Cadre: This issue is also pending since long causing serious frustration. Kindly settle 

the issue which has also practically zero financial repercation. 

5) Suffering of BSNL Services for want of essential store: CTD is suffering very badly for want of essential stores 

like cable, drop wire , Telephone Instruments etc. Huge surrender is taking place as the maintenance is suffering very 

badly for want of these items. This may be looked into. 

6) Job contract labour system in Kolkata - Problem faced by Executives :The present Job contract 

system is being followed in kolkata at the cost of serious risk being faced by the executives. .Everymonth 

they are forced to certify the job which were never done ,for the sake of payment to the job contract 

labours.This system should be stopped immediately and  a billing method ,as prevailed in West Bengal 

circle or some other system may be introduced for the safety of the executives of Kolkata Telephones.  

With Regards                                                                                         

                                                                                                          (Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay) 

                                                                                                                     Circle Secretary 


